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I am who you made me !!!!!

Why the question so many ask ourselves. We know not anything really, yet all of us pretend so 

well. I have sometimes taken a small peek into the eyes of gods of the past, lived on a plane so different

than the one we now reside upon, and fished the waters for the great Kraken. Fortunately I am capable 

of masterfully spun webs of lies. So intriguing that scholars themselves call them masterpieces. Do you

know why we do what we do, why we are stripped of our individuality,and our freedoms. Why we must

do as we do so that we may fit in the mold we need be in. Otherwise we are subjected to such scrutiny 

beyond our wildest beliefs. We destroy all that is pure all that is beautiful or wholesome. We utilize 

figures to justify these actions, those people we regard as figures of power and judgment. Almost God-

like  controlling the little puppets that we are. Never turning their ears to hear the truth fueled by lies 

from their consorts.

I have slipped through the grasp of the machine thus far I know it is hovering slightly over my 

shoulders now...waiting to take me down to the bottom of the tank again to feast upon the feces lying 

on the rocks below. As I climb this rickety ladder once more. I can smell the top for now but I know it 

will not be long. Why can I not feel happiness? Am I some kind of test subject that is not supposed to 

know he is being tested? So many hurt throughout the stages of this game. I do this not because I want 

to but because someone with greater authority is conducting some morbid experiment to push me on so

many levels to the brink to see how much one man can handle before he breaks. Behind the mirrored 

walls they watch me jotting notes and enjoying coffee. I have not broken ,yet but at times the reality of 

it grows  eminent.

Please do not fear me. I am so dreadful of the outcome of this experiment. I have been stripped 

of my health, my money, my child,my concept of love and any other valuable extensions of my being. I
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have many talents revealed to a blank wall set upon a paisley design just for flavor. They would be 

upset if I caught on, or if I saw that it was all some kind of hospital or giant test facility. How would I 

know this? They ask. They may know I am keen to the game now so I must let you all know so you 

don't find the same fate as I. I am a sheep you may push me. This is what I must say the ramifications 

of me going against them are gargantuan in proportion. I hear the words they say and nod ever so 

convincingly to them as the do their tasks. You may destroy me. I am what you have made me...............

After all.................!                                              

I am the beast within your head that you have convinced me I am. This foul creature that should

never breathe the outside air. Locked safely in its cage to prevent any wrinkles in your life. That is how 

you want me. Is it not? I am a mangled man hideous disfigured and ugly. Unable to find even the 

slightest bit of beauty. Fed just enough to know what it is. Like taking a pacifier from a baby's lips just 

to hear it cry. I cannot cry! You have taken that too beaten so much my tears now rage my only 

happiness is sorrow. Yet your forgiven I embrace those who formed this ice in my veins. This beautiful 

cold death inside the shell I inhabit. Forming my opinions and views just to have them destroyed. 

Beacon of light calls me closer to share the intimacy within the moment. My adventure soon ending. I 

can feel the cold hands on my soul. I am promised this reward from books you wrote for me to enjoy. I 

have held your hand and sang your songs, now it is my turn. This muse now the poet how absurd. All 

my trials a becoming of the great force that was to be created not born. This splendid beast now 

complete. Behold your abomination! Why did it take me so long to see this? How was I so blind? You 

can all go back to what you were doing this experiment is complete. Your experiment is finished. The 

conclusion is overexposure to insanity causes insanity!.......

At this moment I set here curled into my cocoon terrified of what may happen next. This 

gripping reality consuming my being. Now I question everything that I was and wonder if I was wrong 
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for being who I was. Perhaps it is who I am that’s the problem. I am not certain which is the guilty 

party. I do know somewhere along the path of my life I made a huge mistake and I have been suffering 

immensely for it ever since. I do wish I could reconcile the issues I created I am just a speck though. 

One grain of sand on this ant hill. Incapable of even being the ant. I do try and I will continue to try. If 

this is some game I do want to see the parting gift I receive at the end. I really hope it to be nice. In the 

meantime I guess I should tighten my helmet and keep moving forward. It will not be easy I am 

positive of that based on the knowledge I have gained thus far. But it certainly can't go on like this 

forever. Beautiful isn't it the uncertainty of it all. I claim it can't go on like this forever or maybe It 

will? I have no answers just questions. 

It starts as a child “ hush little baby, don't say a word.” You hear it so beautifully your whole 

life. It kinda sets the tone. Never speak how you feel , have no emotions, shun all those around you. It 

is the perfect plan. If your heart is not open you wont get hurt. Keep your mouth shut and focus on 

what matters. You need a good job , a nice car, lots of money. Then you will be happy. As absurd as it 

may seem I am beginning to understand I tried to love I tried to think freely and it got me nowhere. I 

have had feelings that were destroyed. I have had unconditional love taken from me. Why do you hear 

those words. It's to save you from yourself. No one is ever truly happy. It does not matter the class or 

upbringing. Life is a series of events set to destroy you. Its a test of endurance to see how far you can 

make it. I can see you in the window looking in. I know you are here. I enjoy our little test. Now give 

me my point. I earned this one!

I know your out there. Looking for me, hearing me whisper on the wind these words. Knowing 

that I am who you made me. I am ready now for you. I have been customized to your liking. These 

words true I am alone and scared now. Longing for your embrace. I am cold and tired, seen the worst, 

know hell. I keep pushing knowing your out there somewhere watching me. I cant keep going I am 
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loosing steam every day. Turn your light on let me see you. I am absolute now!

Sincerely.....
          Shawn Chase
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Close Your Eyes

You never stopped to look at how I feel
You didn’t even care 

you took our love for granted
pushing me shoving me 

destroying who I am
you have been at it for a while 

think it was all part of your plan 
so......
Chorus

Close Your Eyes.......
don’t want you to see me falling apart

Don’t you cry............
This is how you wanted it from the start

Leave me be.........
you got what you wanted I set you free

I’m alone.............
Staring at your picture in my empty home 

They say memories fade with time 
I say I understand 

and pretend I am fine 
but you know I am a liar
as I burn within your fire

screaming for you to save me 
why do you betray me 
I know this ain’t me 

bleeding again for you 
please …....
{Chorus}

(recorded by Nicholas Inzinna 2014)
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The Broken One 

(chorus)

I am the broken one 
sifting through the sand

I am the lonely one 
let you slip right through my hands

I really don't know how 
to make this all right 

I try to keep stumbling 
not giving up the fight 
seems the closer I get 

the further you run 
now I'm just setting here 
making love to my rum

(Chorus)

Please tell me why 
you hate me so much 

every day I dream
that your skin I may touch

as I wait for you 
hours turn to months

you left me here alone 
not a man but a shell

the heartache is killing me 
alone in my mind I dwell

(Chorus)
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King of the Abused 

(chorus)
lady---you drive me crazy

the way you play me
i don't think i can handle it anymore

(Verse)
situation at a stand still

don't even know whats real
she loves me not

now what do i say 
what do i do

I'm trying everything to get through to you

(Chorus)

(verse)
grasping my chest
heart ripped out

setting on the stand 
as you laugh

ha ha ha 
i feel no more for you

hammer let down
convicted 

king of the abused
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Not Done Yet

(Hook)
I've lifted others up to expose them

none of my eggs seem golden
most of my shines been stolen
I'm not ready to lay down yet

(verse)
wanna talk about the coldest

or maybe the oldest 
try on the boldest

I've seen it all
I've seen the fall

from empire to ruin
maybe I'm stupid

got stabbed by cupid 
this battle I'm loosing

down the road I'm cruizin
what side are you choosin

you better pick one
the older i get

 the more i see 
the less i believe
whats in it for me

not a thing 
i see that 

don't need cash 
looking for a way out 

i like that 
games we play that

I've been the streets too long
time to hang that hat

bring it back 
drop some brains

maybe insane
thats OK you know my name

(Hook)

hustle the sacks
tag gin the cats

making the stacks
still starving off that

i need bigger and better things
richer and better blings

the winner the bell it rings
round over 

or call it the game
got a mean blow call it the cain

still no one call it the fame
or a lack of

like most these cats who lack love
or maybe respect
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show me some
if u don't i show you guns

just pay me, show me funds
gotta lot break off a chunk

smoke a bud for my peoples 
real dudes no equals

one time only no sequels
pay per view event-ed
this man is re invented

back from the future
packing this ruger

villainous call me lex Luther
all drunk in a stupor

your times here
get off the Mic

i got some lines to fear
now that my mind is clear

(Hook)
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Where You Belong 

i have no answers though i try
seems to me as days slip by

i cant say enough to you 
and now i hope its not too late 

i have dug a hole so deep
all i want is sleep

as my sickness slowly consumes me
my body aches

though i cant speak with words so well i tell you in a song\
i know deep in my heart you is where i belong\

i have fell so far in this world that hates me
but u are always there to pick me up

when i feel like lashing out 
you calm me 

when i feel like taking off
 you ground me

though i cant speak with words so well i tell you in a song\
i know deep in my heart you is where i belong\

i cant begin to explain your beauty
words aren't close to enough

but i would stand inside the fires of hell
if i was to ever loose u

simple as that 
i cannot lie
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The Angry Song

I've tried so hard lived so much fell to the bottom now i cant get up
lost everything i had and you wonder why I'm cold

distant memories of time wasted i don't understand 
what can i do i feel their claws around me

what good am i that even you would drown me
sinking forever into this wicked world

torn apart into the flames to burn
wonder every day if this breath is my last

seems like my future relives my past
i do not seek answers all i have is time
for eternities sake thought u were mine

i breathe hard now gasping
i cry now asking

why
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Chorus~~~~~~~~~~~

I've felt to much pain, i wish u could help me
i feel like its in vain, can someone just kill me
i don't need this shit, always feeling so guilty

now I'm getting pissed, get the fuck from round me
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

what do you do when your your enemy
keep fighting and fighting to try not fall

listen to the damned ones hearing them call
maybe I'm too weak now maybe its too late

had a million chances most of witch were fake
pushing my way through crowds of strangers

filled to the brim with anger
who am i to care

no hope anywhere
lost now crawling on the edge of insanity

lost most of my friends and family
no one gives a damn bout me anyway
gettin tired of looking for a better day
its all good think I'll lay down a while

have them gimme a nice smile
hope my stay here was worth while
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DOwn

I've been down for many years it seems
people talking saying pursue my dreams

as i try wall to wall i keep running
hoping someday the big fish gonna bite or something

sick of living poor
floss as i try

i cannot hide this lack of possessions
looking to the stars for answers

constantly eating at me like a cancer
not that i don't understand
I'm just lacking the answer

why it is i try so hard but am last picked on the yard
in this game no shame
but still titled as lame

catch 22's everywhere i turn
looking for the fire

cuz i know i got the burn
looking for the crown
that I'm about to earn

take a look into my eyes
you will see

I'm not concerned
misery and me go way back

so i ask y'all to lay back
and haters need to stay back

cuz I'm sick of the frontin
let me tell y'all something

I'm after whats mine
its my time to shine
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Audio Capers

we the audio capers and y'all catching the vapors sick of haters
 catch a bullet in yo grill just to keep it real y'all know tha drill

 perps get knocked as we pound down the block 
set to destroy as we taking yo spot 

y'all know what we bout as we turn the party out
from NY to tha dirrty south best keep quiet quit runnin yo mouth

 shit gets crazy when tha soljaz in tha house 
you fake cats we reveal yo blouse

 so stop steppin up cuz u bound ta get bucked snuck and duct taped
 just know u been warned for fucks sake

now quit trying to play  before this nine has to penetrate u face
 and u know i don't hesitate

keep testin fate watchin the amount of lead u take just gimme a break 
i just have to state I'm sick of playin games time to start rearranging frames

y'all gimme migraines with all that sitter chatter bout whose badder and ima bout to make u a cadaver

(HOOK)
BUCK BUCK BUCK X2

 THE SOLJAZ IN THA HOUSE SO QUIT PRESSIN U LUCK BITCH

ma fuckaz step up they get hated on k gets excited to start spraying on 
 fake ass chumps get slumped and dumped gettin all exited as I'm plain with my pump

boomX3sent to ya tomb act up in our zone and u meeting u doom what u gonna do 
fuckin with tha crew whats new nodda damn thang cuz I'm the damn king
don't need no damn bling when i roll up onto u block got the spot locked

keep the tooly in my sock and u girl y on my jock rollin with a knot call u the ace 
but I'm pullin u cards u know u cant fuck with j5 so I'm confiscating u boulevard 

actin like u tha man just u only u kinda hard now u fucked like a porno star 
only thing hot about u is u car u lame ass fuck ha ha

(HOOK)

somewhat like a paleontologist diggin up bones
diggin too deep be findin my chrome

slug to tha mug now u sleepin shoulda quit creepin
assured of u demise as they cover up u eyes 
sick side of life shoulda thought twice about it

now u in the coffin pushing on posies 
where the fuck are u homies

all on my team gettin the green
yes its obscene the way life works

got u spine jerked system reworked 
last laugh is mine its so divine

thats what u get for tryin too bad so sad
life's a bitch then u meet me 0h snap u got that
i let the shotty crack so what u think about that

boy don't know how ta act
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Random Writings & Thoughts
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The Greatest Symphony
By:Shawn Chase

Foreword......

Comprised situation leaving the past and present behind ,a swirling vortex of new possibilities 
resound like beating hearts all pounding in synchronization. With each other a planet full of love it is 
not impossible, our self has been oppressed for so long we no longer know what or  who we are. 
Evening out the strands of time and space to get back home where we are one again, some cannot grasp
the idea that we as a species can exist free and happy, because we have been conditioned to yearn for 
things we cannot have. We need the carrot on a string to survive, but why ,I don't understand where is 
happiness and love? Things that have been replaced with greed and selfishness , selfishness itself is not 
bad we are essentially ourselves and that is all, but if your self connects with the rest of creation on a 
level we all could be a unit of joy so incomprehensible that all time and space would stand still, and 
each breath we took would be amazing. Stop for just one second and reflect upon just breathing and the
miracle it is alone ,and how much you take for granted. You will be amazed as to how much you miss 
in a day! Watch a child learn something new ,think of the mechanics of a flower growing, it's all your 
reality and you are forced to overlook it on a daily basis. Think of the connection between you and a 
friend or loved one, and how it came to be and why you may not have connected with someone else 
and why. What reality are they in and why does it not effect yours if you stop to realize how much you 
miss and try to embody what you are. Why are you lying to yourself about it all and why are you 
allowing yourself to live their lies ! They have many names for it all , I choose to call it becoming 
human again, This new path I follow is more real to me than any other thing I have found ,I have 
studied as much as I could and put all the parts together, and it was like creating the greatest symphony 
ever created and I am so glad I could . I see things as they really are now and wish to share my joy and 
findings with others ! 34 years into it and I finally got it ….!

I am not trying to be some guru or change your life, only you can do that .I just want to share 
my findings, feelings, thoughts ,ideas and concepts with you. I have found myself as well as true love 
and wish to share my journey as much as I can through poetry ,art, stories ,several mediums I have used
and different findings with each so as it should be.  I feel blessed to be where I am today mentally and 
spiritually . Knowing what I know now may be the journey I was sent here to accomplish so that is why
I am compiling this …..life story so it may be called .

The entirety of this content is my belief , thought , feeling , and intellectual property however I 
wish for you to share this with anyone it may help to see their life as it truly is . We all have a 
beginning as well as an end it is what we choose to do with the pages in between that counts!

If Every Breath I Take Leads Me Closer To Death...
Then If I Suffocate Myself Will I Live Forever!!!!

Shawn Chase 1993
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Part One : The Beginnings of Hell

I was raised well in a good home with a loving mother and caring step father. My biological 
father was there when he could , but things were different then and he did his best, I understand and 
forgive him now as a man doing the best I can with what I am given. I was creative from the beginning 
and seemed to be outside more than in ,playing in the dirt or whatever suited my being, I always 
seemed to have more knowledge than other children, so the other kids were less than kind to me. I was 
different I was smart I had a high I.Q. and was just a bit weird in comparison. Never was invited to 
other kids birthday parties got picked on, beat up the whole awkward kid thing which was fine now in 
retrospect. I was able to spend more time advancing intellectually and I did. I was reading large books 
at an early age, spelling better , drawing and crafting . I was building elaborate structures with sticks 
and rocks in my pile of dirt out in the yard . I asked lots of questions as a kid probably to the point of 
annoying but it helped me to be more intuitive about things .Therefore setting the pace for the years to 
come and the struggles I faced.

Part 2: Mortality At a Young Age

It seemed at a young age that myself and the concept of death were introduced . I attended far 
more funerals as a young child than I care to admit . I learned a great deal about mortality at these 
events from many angles , as well as several belief structures. I feel I grasped the idea fairly well for 
being as young as I was , however this turned my psyche dark . I wrestled with the idea of why would 
everyone I know die so often? At points I even blamed myself for others death in an abstract way. Not 
like I killed them but by knowing me they were doomed. Now it seems a bit absurd but at the time was 
quite real. However my mortality concepts were washed with other ideals .

Part 3: Ancient Knowledge at a Young Age

As was mentioned before I was a avid reader at a early age and instead of reading Dick and Jane
I was reading Homer and Orwell. I thank my mother for letting me read classic literature it helped me 
to piece together my world a lot better than I probably would have otherwise . These books taught me 
to look deeper and question more about everything that I saw or even thought. My perspective was far 
beyond your normal kid, and I was fully aware of this. I didn't understand a lot of what was going on in
school and a lot of teachers did not enjoy a young child questioning their motives and lessons. Oh if I 
knew then what I know now. Between all of the death in my young age , and the great literature I had 
been reading it was no wonder I started to study and research religious text of the past . Which set me 
onto a several year journey which will tie in later and all throughout this document.
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The Beginnings of The Journey 

I enjoyed writing primarily in a poetic sense , and for all intent and purpose was quite good at it.
I would sit and write while I should have been doing my school work. Not exactly what they wanted! I 
realized I was quite a different breed looking upon the soulless faces scattered among the desks in my 
classroom . I enjoyed the solitude the dark places that I traveled that most would call nightmares I 
called home. I played with these concepts and ideas looking for some deeper meaning as I traveled in 
my mind to the ancient places and witnessed the unfolding of ideas from the eyes of a bird, high above 
the streets below. Now in my teens and involved in the journey through time and religious exercise I 
found as I unlocked a secret of past script I found another piece of the puzzle , and so on and so forth. 
This really intrigued me and caused me great alarm at the same time I didn't understand why I was 
seeing that seemingly every story was a duplication of the one before it and along side and from all 
corners of the globe . Was I supposed to find this ? It seemed a bit surreal that a kid in his early teens 
would be finding that religion is a copy of a copy of a copy yet no one believes it to be so . What was 
wrong with my head, I wondered ? I was drawn to the dark as most kids are knowing it was wrong . A 
sort of spiritual rebellion . With the evil ones being the only religions that seemed fun and uninhibited. 
More so better packaging , as well as the whole shock factor . Which worked for the most part I scared 
teachers and students alike I was a creepy long haired kid with a trench coat signing his papers with a 
pentagram. Lasting only a little while till I was placed in special classes and labeled a sociopath. 
Mission accomplished! Not that I was concerned I was still researching my spirituality and using it as a
game to see what peoples reactions would be to specific situations. I felt I had a whole planet of guinea 
pigs to play with seeing how I was the only one I knew who thought this way.  However crazy it may 
have been it was quite empowering.
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I look back now reflecting on this jouney i have endoured .
Knowing now still just as little as when i started, but at the
same time blessed amounts of knowledge fills me. I cannot

complain about my childhood my parents did fine by me . The
other kids however were cruel because i was different , but
thats what kids do isnt it ? I was a very smart child , high IQ
and way beyond my years in learning . Or so i was told ... I

was in special classes for the "gifted and tallented." then we
relocated to  a new place where apparently i scared the

school with my intellect but as opposed to embracing what i
knew or was capable of they wanted to manipulate what i was

less than adequate at to try and create some kind of super
student... I fought back against them ... they won. I was

classified and put into the special education class, due to a
math block . i had a creative brain they pushed math on me.

Therefore Here I Am !!! 
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For every great gain there is an equal loss, sometimes greater than the gain, sometimes 
less. i may be able to speak in great detail of the knowledge i posess within the great 
folds of time and space known as now. However I care not about your fears as you care 
not of my circumstance. To live like a king among great peasants with the map of all great
things imbedded in your mind is taxing to say the least, however a smile to someone not 
caring of the great void within their soul i can no longer fret for their salvation.  Pray I for 
their being knowing they fear nothing because they can not see their flaws . Knowing this
hell because it is all they will ever know . Sorrow fills my heart as i look upon the great 
faces blank stares upon worried brows . I am sorry i could not help you ! i do my best for 
you . Crying out to the sun i feel the warmth on my face and believe there is more yet as i
look i just see darkness lost souls searching for light but not knowing how to look .

Once i wished for fame and fortune, now i look to my side and see two beautiful sleeping 
faces. One 30 the other 3 , i know where i belong ! i lived my life ,tasted the fruits as i 
watch them sleep knowing when i wake in the morning what most hunt for i have found 
and i know who i am .it is and will be a different run i now realize life is about love not 
riches watching children grow no need for a yaht i have a bird in the tree outside singing 
me a song equally amazing i know i can share my knowledge and legacy with those who 
enjoy me ...trully 

you cant rule the world but can make yours better a moment at a time , what is life 
anyway but a series of moments , make the best of them all!!! 

Movies about love 

music about love 

but when most find it they have no idea what it is they dream of it , they talk of it they 
have an idea of it ,but no reality.

i watched a movie with a head on my arm , my arm was numb but it was a great moment

i tickled a foot and heard a child laugh it was the greatest moment 

the past is a memory just a picture in your mind 

we live in the moment ..and hope for the future , yet a future is never certain , all gone in 
the blink of an eye 

i have been a victim of living among photographs . in my mind letting the present slip by 
wishing i was more , wishing i had more , all part of the movie you live , the song you sing
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, the love you bring . to look back on the photos is good , to bring a smile or a tear ....but 
you cant live there you already have !

i fear my failure daily , but i try to hold on i know i make mistakes, i live and am human 
ish.

these thaughts all i have so i place them on this paper for you to see i fight
feelings to be someone i was instead of who i am , it is difficult to find a
balance . maybe i was destined for greatness but this was it . i write my

thaughts with a cigarette in hand and a cat sleeping on my lap and the one i
love sleeping in the next room not feeling any of my life was wasted it was all
just building up to this moment ! and i am comfortable with it ..... Finally!!!!
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Declaration of Self Empowerment

I am a free spirit , for the man is the shell the spirit inhabits

I recognize the societal guidelines that are expected of me and will conform to my best ability 

I will show truth where there is a lie and bring light where there is dark 

I answer only to the creator not to other men , or women with appointed power 

I vow to not let my existence interfere with the existence of other beings in a harmful or abrasive way  
,a: Unless a clear and present harm or danger is presented to myself or loved one of which I am 
allowed Minimal Force to protect my shell and those I love 

I recognize the system of money but it is merely a item used to obtain items it does not own me it is a 
tool as used for the exchange of goods and services I cannot be punished for a lack of it or excess 

a: Morally if I have excess of anything it should and will be used to help those with less.

I will respect all other beings and their place on this planet as long as they show mutual respect 

I can possess any weapon I chose so long as it is used for it's good and proper use 

I will acknowledge the system in place for governing the people 
a: However holding the right to withdraw or disagree at any time without persecution

I will not be persecuted for my views or beliefs or thoughts in any way 

I am a free being and will live accordingly

I have the right to speak my mind as a free being without prejudice

I will use common sense as law 

I will not condescend others     

I will live as a kind and compassionate being on this planet of Earth and help to make it a better place 
for all of the other beings here 

I will carry this document upon my person when in public places to be presented as proof
of my being and willingness to share my light with others this will not be used to harass
or intimidate any other beings but merely as a show of faith between other beings who

may not share the same light  
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Section 3 PoetrySection 3 Poetry
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Again

Tear drops fall on the floor
because your not here anymore 
you took my heart when you left
and without it brings my death

still alive not well 
searching for answers

none can be found
I dig deep into the dust 
this hollow shell I am 

reborn of ashes
crying out 

looking for thoughts I cannot find
armed with my mind and a pen

to afraid to love again
I know you can hear me scream

turn to me your deaf ears
I speak in beautiful verse

and you know I am sincere
but you feel nothing in your chest

the you I loved is laid to rest
the feelings dead and blowing 

into the air my love floatsinto the air my love floats
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Almost Love Again

one fine day , long ago
i met a girl ,poised so bold

another, never shall be known
i love this girl

to the world be known

the years fade by
my life, my wife

only as close as my strife
and it felt almost like love again

the sweetest things in life
from budding roses,
to childhood dreams

but things are never as they seem
a passionate kiss

meaningless romance
as promiscuous as it may seem

all things have a meaning
for you my heart is bleeding
and it feels like love again

like a sweet rose
that beauty that puts me in a trance

of only you and me 
alone in this world together

  

and it feels like love againand it feels like love again
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An Allegory Of Life's Latest Verse

I
as i love to please you every moment tried

as you reject my love i cried
in my hour of need please

i beg you on my knees
i yearn for you

II
this vow of love is of my heart

and every word a message
travel in my heart

to the understanding
never again apart

III
the smell of your perfume so sweet

tempting like the sugar of a treat
to hold you a gain
to kiss you again
always my love

IV
to this i feel a sadness

of witch it brings me madness
to dream of life's compassion

yet all alone I'm standingyet all alone I'm standing
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A SUMMARY OF LIFE

I
a twisted chime in perfect rhythm
confused with a suffocated rhyme

the tin man plays a wonderful tune 
he is so delighted

II
A slippery morning cup of joe
to cleanse the heart and soul

terrified dreamers confuse easily
don't blame me for me

III
i wish a dream to make untrue

and never to finish through
a terrible lying frothing brute

i suppress my anticipation to loose
IV

for i hate irony its wronging word
to complain or hate to obtain a date

my suppressed depress makes me cold
V

my eerie mind hateful being
loves to play enjoys singing

jaded and faded a twisted fellow
yet on the outside very mellow

VI
i love to hate and hate to love

my dark suppression fits like a glove
tomorrows tears and next weeks fear

makes me who i am
i grow

VII
and i grow together with a tree 
slow but sure we like to breathe

and my sadness comes as no surprise
as i sit alone inside

missing what others call lifemissing what others call life
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Betrayal

forgive me for i have no fear
life's blood drips on broken hope

the torment of a million souls cry on my flame
eyes in terror watch my desecration

hatred grows stronger by the moment
its brother vs brother

hells fire burning in my soul
charring my pathetic life once so free

crying so loud its silent to them
maybe I'm dead it doesn't matter to them

like this knife in my backlike this knife in my back

Deathly Sleep

Theres nothing in this world for me
nothing my eyes wish to see
the emptiness is filling me

remanance of death all i need
visions of my end all i see
faceless souls stare at me
haunting me leave me be

helpless to this eternal bliss
beckon me closer for one final kiss

darkness fills my eyes as i silently scream
intense pain rushes through me 

no longer do my eyes see
as i forever lie in this deathly sleepas i forever lie in this deathly sleep

Depression

torn into a nightmare of lustful thirst
leeching onto you you were my first
transcended into this parallel void

controlled by a force like none you know
souls who weep there eternal woes

i let go of the boiling venom inside of me
I've let my feelings harm your soul of white

now i wallow in this hole of black
someday i will be back

or maybe stop the pain my wayor maybe stop the pain my way
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Drawings On the Walk

twisted times toils with death
in my life's unspoken verse

my memories mush nothing left
and people wonder why I'm so perverse

lifeless bodies lined in chalk
scattered like drawings on the walk

its mankind's new fetish
everyones drawing on the walk

who are we to take lives
no more can we walk in the night

or our lives was not will be
one day we will have peace you'll see

death and misery only brief
sorrow death and shattered beliefs
so on great horses the dead ride

into heaven's light and cry
we screwed up lives

only interested in genocideonly interested in genocide

Enough

sick and tired of your endless lies
sick and tired of misleading cries
fed up with the way you've tried

to drag me in your web
maybe it would be better if

 you or i were dead
please reconcile your differences with me

I'm not mistreated so easily
tear my heart out and eat it whole

before i loose controlbefore i loose control
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Everyone But Me

to conquer my love afraid of showing
I'm almost a person worth knowing

I'm not really as you see me
as i am when you meet me

i can pull off the mask to bare my soul
only bared to a select few

sorry but you need not know who
my sorrow hides in your beautiful eyes
and every time i see you tears fill mine

only to have you in mine
to hold you in this cold world

to caress your skin 
to touch your fears
in my mind its done
but to who no one

what ails you you may say
but nothing can i say 

only go away
although i pray you stay

now that I'm lost
my mind owes me lots

life is such a bitch
when what you need

is distant yet right there
so my punishment here

is to see you with everyone
but me...
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fade away
if every time i saw you a dream came true

then every time i saw you
life would move so fast

you would leave me past
time wastes away

nothing to say
as i fade
 fading
awayaway

Fading Into The Void

heres some dark depression to purify your thoughts
to petrify your being .. i love to breathe

a virile ramification a dark dank hall to pass through
too many apparitions that haunt my thoughts

i kiss upon death till it kisses me back
cause this pain i cannot bear anymore

so i fade into the voidso i fade into the void
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Fallen

I've fallen to the bottom of the ladder
scraped my face in the dirt but it doesn't matter

reached my hands out for help
just to have them slapped away

done dirt stained shirts just do get ahead
scraped and scrounged for a loaf of bread

been hungry, been tired , shook off the feds
what you know about suffering

or is it all in your head
I've been lied about and to

been kept from my daughter 
and theres nothing i can do

I've been hated and discriminated
my only bling is aluminum

but hey its gold plated
i try to keep my head up

but its hard to do
when it seems the world wants to see my doom

just sign me up i need a padded room
and if that don't work ill try a noose
sick and tired of being sick and tired

kissing ass at work or I'm gonna get fired
homeless and home free

whats the difference
no one cares if your worlds a mess
trying hard to maintain not complain

but it seems to me to be in vain
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For Her

setting here alone and wishing
you were here not off in the distance

why do you need to hurt to care
why when I'm there cant i be there

these questions haunt me daily
i cannot express these things in words

but the ink flows like my blood
and i pour it out for you

like my love i don't show well
but see my heartbeat on paper

love is what you are to me 
the only i have ever known

likewise with you only you embraced
and once again i ran

like i was the man
simply just a baby crying in the corner

i don't understand me sometimes
i don't really try to

i just want you to know
as much as u love me 

i love you i love you 
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For I Feel No Remorse

i feel no remorse for the things I've done
all of witch i love is dead and gone

my soul forever tormented and chained
and my mind is driving me insane

my love is confused with lust
kill i will to fulfill the thrill

and snap my mind is numb
roll away from me and my great beast

and all the shit you breathe
my minds made up as grand the luck

guess what you die tonightguess what you die tonight
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From Myself
This great day i vowed never to see

the day i question my morality 

dive deep inside a retrospect of damnation 

buried in a thousand questions 

but not one answer

i look deep within my soul

trying to find the truth 

while i destroy myself forever 

i know the reality of it 

but not the need 

it is a subconscious dilema 

needing to feel pain to fuel my fires

but at the same time try to extinguish

i want to live and die simultaneously

the duality of me being a loss

everything i do seems to fail

everywhere i turn a wall

i see a life and i must ruin it 

i feel love and must hate myself 

i cant escape my past

therefore i fear i have no future 

why can i not elevate from this 

i know what i desire 

yet its like a carrot on a string 
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just out of reach

i long for love but cannot show it 

and no one can save me 

FROM MYSELF!!!!FROM MYSELF!!!!

I am
as i proceed to loose everything

my heart slowly ripped from my chest
i care not about pain

it has become sort of a comfort
it helps me deal with my issues

yet i miss the taste of blood
a vile dripping beast of witch i once was

here again to regain my crown
as the king of shit

and i wear my crown well
i need these pages to bode me 

i feel so much
yet can do so little

as i set crying,wishing
wishing i new the answer to a question

maybe i could be heard
thousands of words fall on deaf ears

laughing at me 
am i that?

that witch you fear
and if so

should i be?
i hurt those i love

claws dig deep into scarred faces
am i that!!!!

can someone help me !!!
can someone kill me!!!!!!can someone kill me!!!!!!
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I Am The Steer
deep the security never knowing

seldom light slips in glowing 
frustrated about life's uncertainty

seen to many fall certainly 
drawing back the curtain
who are we to even try

who needs me I'm dying
body gripped with a sickness

lost and scarred looking for a witness
life is cold and vicious
can you hold my hand

like a puppet pulling my strings 
making me be making me see

can i even breathe
i ask you permission

 none granted growing roots 
surely planted
can't stand this

vision blurry tired and weak
fought too long
not to speak 

fight is over loosing battle
join the line with all the cattle

don't know why or how 
i became the cow 

all i feared now
i am the steeri am the steer

I Love you To Death

sometimes i see you 
sometimes i breathe you

forever i try to be true
indefinitely i see hell

the torment from my shell
to ease the pain i imbibe

the foray liquid death collides
i fear the hate i love so dear

i caress the sorrow so sincere
to place a finger on the skin
to feel every beat from within

your heart beats so cold
yet your words so bold
and i love you to death
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I Shall Be Patient
I

something is ending me up here
trapped within a spinning cyclone

my thoughts whirling about so sincere
II

to suppress the feelings, i am good
to ease my burdens, i am silent

but the weight of this weighs heavy
and until i speak this unto her

alone i die
III

I love to be in your presence
to look into your eyes

i love the way you smile
no matter how sad you are

and i dream of you when i sleep
IV

to hold you i dream
and until it is so

i shall be patient 
and live in agonyand live in agony

It's All A Fantasy

I
See the fading picture of life
grasp someone hold on tight

to loss of gratitude i am sincere
all the emotions ringing in my ear

II
lost emotions skies turn gray
a loss of hope will you stay

joy is brought with just a word
but seldom is it heard

III
with ghastly valor unto me

shapes shift and you begin to see
that life isn't what its supposed to be

the rolling hill isn't tolling to me
its all just a fantasyits all just a fantasy
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Life (mine)

i struggle
seeming to find all the walls to crash into

i think
just to make another bad decision

i try 
yet it seems to get harder

i wish 
to see a better day

i smile 
and it makes my teeth shatter

i speak
but it falls on deaf ears

i live 
just to be there for my daughter

i give 
so you can take whats left

i pray
knowing theres no answer

i wish 
someone could help me

i know 
that I'm all on my own
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Longing from the inside
longing for resentment placed on tired open palms

this grotesque plague of blood drenched fear
paralyzing the very way you bleed
placid thoughts of a sensual abyss

whenever we share a kiss

to lick the brim of insecurity
terror of a thousand eyes

blinking to close out the painful words
such blasphemy interrupts the common balance

the sands of time fade away from the woe
to entertain the sick and blighted

together with a lust
reeling

under the pressure you feel the pain
now as your sadness floats away

the dementia of sin preludes
the song begins to echo in your head

nervous you place your fingers in your ears
the never ending serenity

now lost you try to find your way to love
only to find scars to peel from your skin

parasites chewed away your soul
conquered by chaotic morbidity
pleasure is what made you tick

and now i find you sickand now i find you sick
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Love Confused
I

when life it speaks one wonderful riddle
everything alluring the faces pale

a deep contrasted life may confuse
another justified it's o.k.

i will be o.k.
II

like times ago i fell for you
as in life one can do

the righteous self pity all is through
when terror filled eyes look at me 

i am so dishonored
III

to feed the flames of life so true
hold me back in these times of pain
i wish only to have something true

someone just like you its true
i am eternal blue

IV
reiteration minds gone numb

grasping at straws confused in love
i cursed myself to be blind

no direction to find
to handle myself I'm lostto handle myself I'm lost
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Lustful Denial
I

I had no idea it would turn out this way
the passion turned to dismay

an insecure procession vexed with hate
to remember the good times

in my memories they stay
II

placing my fingers upon your lips
caress your flesh i am so perplexed

i need the compassion again
to pluck me from this worthless binge

III
someone please help me to overcome this

the feelings and sorrow i reminisce
to hold these thoughts so dear

mingling with the voices in my ear
IV

another day of sorrow rolls by
and all i can do is hide

from this confusion in my mind
to irony is it alright 

to lie with you in bliss tonight
the lust i feel is so surreal

it contorts ones mind to make entwined
V

formidable adversary i speak unto
you wish me to comfort you

and deep within my mind i toil
the flame is burning hot

and i cannot confuse
don't know how to choose
in a state of lustful denialin a state of lustful denial
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Man or Ghost
what man or ghost am i 
unable to see the light 

dark surrounds like a warm blanket
as i try to speak

silenced by all i am
i am not a man

i am not even human
i am a ghost see through
floating on another plane

going insane
wishing there were words

knowing there isn't
what use is language

when you cant say how you feel
I'm floating away now
see you when I'm real
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my love for you

mine eyes lie blind to the bewildering sign
the sign of love blue as skies

the taste of your love dancing on my tongue
and your beauty rests softly on my eyes
your voice as sweet as a rose in bloom

and it fills my heart with a songs sweet plume
these feelings for you entwine my heart

never again shall we part
in love we roam like birds astray

like the sparrows sweet songs in may
unbound by the chains of sorrow and grief

to me your a mark of beauty so true
all i want is to be close to you

divided nevermore we stand so close
and this love we share to be our host
and the love in our hearts as the guide
to the lands of ecstasy we shall ride
on pale white horses with wings of gold

the reins of life we shall hold
and you will reach these lands 
of hopes and dreams and views

and when you do may i be with youand when you do may i be with you
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Untitled

i have no answers though i try
seems to me as days slip by

i cant say enough to you 
and now i hope its not too late 

i have dug a hole so deep
all i want is sleep

as my sickness slowly consumes me
my body aches

though i cant speak with words so well i tell you in a song\
i know deep in my heart you is where i belong\

i have fell so far in this world that hates me
but u are always there to pick me up

when i feel like lashing out 
you calm me 

when i feel like taking off
 you ground me

i cant begin to explain your beauty
words aren't close to enough

but i would stand inside the fires of hell
if i was to ever loose u

simple as that 
i cannot lie
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Ode To The Wind
I

when the gails blow through my maidens hair
and the trees swing too and fro

this airy breeze to cool ones brow
from many a hot day

a calm feeling to trance a dreamer
i feel the serenity engulf my soul

II
the wind may blow a powerful gust

as if it was to say
"here child is my power"
as he blows my hat away

to the gaunt wind just to beckon
a force of nature invisible, bold

III
as he now blows a chilling wind

derived from arctic cold
nonetheless of this torment

from the frosty biting hell
IV

until the blast of chill is by
you cover your skin

and as the wind is blowing on 
the seeds they do beginthe seeds they do begin

Of Who….

I
unyielding to the ones bigger than i
fighting forever knowing I'm not right

listen to the words of elders with a deaf ear
pursuing things i cannot grasp

disappointing myself over and over again
II

face red with anger calling all who listen
vengeance for the one responsible for this 

searching forever for the face i seek
clenched fists to the sky cursing

as for the blood I'm thirsting
III

sickened feeling in my guts
realization of the truth

feeling dazed knowing who
who deserves the wrath for all my woes

of who shall get the fatal blow
as i look in the mirror 
this face it does show 
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Psychotic Poem

a deep incision, par acetic germ
put in my mind screaming
lust for blood, life's corrupt
what is this that burns me

my eyes forever coated, with sheets of red
show not visions from within my head

slipped up knife, fading life
slowing my sorrow this prolonged existence

shut me off from this insanity
all of my fears come true

i scream so loud yet, silent is the sound
as i lie awake to die

i die every day like practice for my time
i hate my life, a crime to be

locked up like a beast, dreams of  freedom
from within my mind I'm alive

so i hide these thoughts
i scrape at my skin to feel pain

a blood soaked floor i have sinned
a release from within me

now my body is free
i collapse to the floor

and my body dies forevermoreand my body dies forevermore
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Reflecting Pool

too many times i have looked back on my life in shame
strive so hard for things i cannot obtain
not sure whose real or not in this game

having a tough time dealing with the pain
loved and let down thats why I'm cold
my job makes me wake up feeling old

people i trust robbing me of my possessions
brings me back to packing weapons
so i look to the heavens asking why

heard is dead soul is cold no reasons why
alone i set and cry people never know

the sorrow i hide deep inside
i cannot believe how u could be alive

in this world of snakes who hide
and a country that will divide

and a government dedicated to letting us die
now i cannot deciding whether or not to lie in waiting

or keep hesitating on whats going on here
blood boiling in me with anger me

yet still i feel not defend
this yet thats just another lesson in life

another reason to ask why
how many times i must fall

sick of fighting for whats right
try to take it all

significance is minimal
feeling criminal

all is lost 
all is gone!!!

(Recorded to audio by:Shawn Chase 2006)(Recorded to audio by:Shawn Chase 2006)
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Reposition Of You
I

to the marrow i decree you
to shun these satin sheets divine

forever I'm thrown into your petty lies
can i play with your mind , now ponder

II
to twist upon every single word

my justification , minds eye blind
i allure your presence to words unspoke

and writhe inside this tainted skin
III

i am cast upon the burners of hell
to live i kill the thoughts of you
nothing shared meant a thing

comparisons unnamed and alone
IV

a living lie confess blind
tomorrow words will not die

forever to torment a poor soul
to rape anything i live for

V
a turmoil to cease your beating heart

a incision of lies and deceit
when love is burden to another's fate

to slay someones dreams
VI

i repose all that is yours
i cast away your burning eyes

to never look upon my face
i have learned to live with my dark thoughts

but not to live with youbut not to live with you
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Revelations of...
I

You place your hands upon my face
you slither upon me 

you show your fangs to sink into my flesh
and puncture my heart
I've lost my soul to you

now my life has become devoid
because i am without you

II
my heart betwixt your passions coil

to plea with me to fill you
well and unbeknown to you my light in darkness

i feel your sorrow in my chest
with every pounding beat
the blood capsize my soul
and drown my will to be

III
then we lay beside the river
to souls entwined together

in our place of comfort
none have ever blessed

i place the reins in your hands 
and the crown upon your brow

and shall every time you close a door
another open up

IV
do you fare thee

to behold your beauty so true
when birds fly south 

and ravens shout
to feel like i for you

this plane of circumstances bid you well
this place a tell tale soul cries

and when the messiah comes you will weep
and everyone is goneand everyone is gone
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Sexual Dementia

placing my fingers upon your lips
feeling the warmth

i drown myself in you
suffocating on your kiss

never to complain
twisting in agony

knowing its all a dream
knowing it's not as it seems

pissed
depressed
annoyed 

crying
shedding tears of sorrow
feeling rage and wallow

slaying the anger
immersed in sex

deepening 
reeling

bleeding
feeling no remorse
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Speck
I am but a speck

nothing in this vast space
vital to nothing 
a blank taste

who...the question not answered
nor do i care anymore

I've seen the rise and fall
now i wish to lie down

I've felt the pain of centuries
in and out of me like air

surreal looking on in disbelief
is this really happening

i see smiling faces
all in the distance

but my legs are in chains
an enigma of circumstance
i have no answers anymore

loss of it all
falling...........

into a darkened sleep
i hear tortured voices screaming 

and yelling
yet I feel at home ….FINALLY!
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team mate

team mate
something to kill

the world
a vicious outbreak
a hoarding curse
i love your turmoil

i hate the way you are
but i love the way you feel

around me
II

the way you hate me makes me feel
like a sweet lullaby 
that you will nullify

and suffocate to the girth
i touched fear
yet so sincere

i tear my fleshy outer shell
to put you through hell
i hate therefore i am

i taken all i can
III

the temptation of illicit pain
drags at me from within

i mutilate the outside
and hide the inside 
to reflect on myself

tomorrows dreams today
IV

as we look upon you with perplexed fear
feeling somewhat queer

and i sit here sincere
bite my tongue and die

time and time again
V

I will tease you forever
as i wallow in sadness

hate me , date me , rape me
turn me inside out

sedated my turmoil is erased
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Thoughts of a Day

These words yo utter under your breath 
screams so loud of absurdity i cant even fathom 

loveless claimant not yet despised 
attacking my character not a peon in the pie 

sharp wits conclude a wary mode of conscience 
lacking in confidence you breathe venom instead 

how works the nightmares in your head 
i rise up as a phoenix from the bridges you burn 

your anger only compounds the facts i speak 
why now child do you choose to loose all 

yet claim your never giving up 
try to wedge axes in the axis of my being 

i am stronger now a sentient being 
alone and involved with my life's work again 

guess i am probably better off 

I weep for us and what we have become 
i see no more love in our eyes 

together we are alone on this planet 
fighting killing hating with such passion 

i bow my head in shame for all of us 
i take responsibility too 

i know not how to make you see it 
i can not make you feel it 

you live in your world and thats fine 
except that your world is destroying mine  
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The Fear of Seclusion

your mind is scattering
water splattering

maybe blood
the banging of the drip falling from the sink

grinding my teeth
the sadness you feel

 the eternal infernal music in your head
time to be wishing you were fishing

now you wish you were dead
the sorrow of seclusion torments the soul

eases the heart placid and cold
the carriers of insane messages

the stove the sink the chest of drawers
what insanity is compelling me

the dreaded all i have
lying awake
mind racing

wild as torture 
i soon shall break

from these torments banging in my head
its a sorrow and dream

so i scream forever 
and lie here cold

The Last Goodbye

betrayed is how i feel not knowing whats going on
distrusting my own feelings as i lie in my own blood

thank you for all the good times here
you know its all been fun

as my life runs to an end as a brother as a friend
i will speak one final time good bye all i have to say

goodbye....goodbye....
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ThE pAiN
I

what mass direction eludes the mind
a shallow downtrodden fate
as i wait for someone to hold

it seems i wait forever
i fully understand the meaning of life

a complicated plural of rejection
and it holds me true

II
every time i ponder joyous thoughts

i think of you and the track splits
and it turns to shit

with every beat of my heart i toil
together shall i fall with you

III
when i place my hands to the sky

i feel no comfort
even god has rejected my apathy

as i struggle to find serenity
a calm place in my mind

where i can set and wonder
who really am i

IV
tomorrow a darkness is coming

i live to feel the pain
whenever i am running

i will not escape you
i am forever endowed 
with the burden of you
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The Wish

in solemnity i write this verse
i,ve been endowed with a wretched curse

everything around me filled with glee
laughing, chanting, pointing at me

as i wallow in this filth
presumptions i drown in 
wishing for only one thing

witch would make my heart sing
one true love in witch i dream

i could be happy with that one thing
filling my head with fates

making me insane
write this lyric to ease my soul

grasping for help from above or below
place my hands upon your skin
but in the morning i will wake

never to have this dream fulfilled
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Time 

What is a moment , but a passing of time 

what is time , but a collection of memories

a series of events , we live , we laugh , we love

all in a blink, wasted time , days gone by

a situation resolved , another created 

all in due time, a kiss, a touch, a gunshot

all moments of time, good and bad

can we measure time in another way?

no these are chains we did create

setting us up for failure 

be there in a minute 

we are slaves to time 

how long when a loved one dies 

seems that moment lasts forever

measure your childs birth in inches 

or would it be miles

live every day in the routine 

wake on time , to work on time , to bed on time , 

but why?

what is the value of time lost worrying about time 

all the waiting and paceing 

how long will it take before we see

that clicking device we own owns us

i see now all the lost moments in the life i have lived

to late to get them back

so from now on i must live 

to be unchained from being a slave to the

CLICK CLICK CLICK of timeCLICK CLICK CLICK of time
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to  hell

Twisted times 
hellish chimes

turn to sin
let it begin
who's alive

need to writhe
loathe and pain

going insane
playing your games
knowing the names
peace is a dream

hellacious thoughts
totally distraught 
who are we not

blessed are the sick
into the abyss

to burn with me ...foreverto burn with me ...forever
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To Hell Is Where You Are Thrown

trans-positional world, what i have shown
to hate, to love on my own

when transition brings toil inside
we shall be united , together and fall

reruns in my mind keep flashing
dripping colors faded greens and blues

all run into my soul to a puddle with a blackened hue
smash hopes, broken heart

to feel the pain you can fester
one million needles in your heart

forever gotten
forever trodden this one spark

to all the faded colors
these crimson splatters on the floor

a slight look into the fire
this soul cleansed once too many

peel back your skin
cauterized purple plums burst into oblivion

tools shaped for a purpose
all things gotten this way

to waste or covet
do as u may

seared flesh the putrid smell
of burning hair and sex

an odor too familiar to me
my sweet little child come tell me

 all of your confessions
i will show you solitude
then warp your mind

and to hell i shall be thrownand to hell i shall be thrown
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To love turn round

I
something about you is unreal
something different do i feel

my love i think you steal
forever lost within your zeal

together we grow
II

to feel a love so true
is to feel a love with you
i share my very dreams
my loss of you my fear

to live another day
III

my sweet dream
not what you seem

i see your inside and learn
i've coped with all the turmoil

now I've seen the light ,forever in bliss
IV

my sweetest dream
alone i fear the loss

the only loss to matter to me
i place my hands upon my face

muting anything wrong i may speak
just to keep you in my armsjust to keep you in my arms
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To The Ones

to the ones I've loved
these faces so true

poised so cold
not one of  these true
not ever am i to you

as ending uneasy weary
I've given up on you

every day my life grows shorter
amidst all of the disorder

soiled by the ridicule
terror of you

pleased souls find true love
none for me to behold

i am loosing
terrible at choosing
play me a sad song

so i may cry some more

To the wind blows the fair maiden
I

to the wind blows this maiden so true
with hair of blond and eyes of blue

a reflective sight a song to you
i would love to make the world for you

II
when i lift my love astray

never shall you pray
amidst the floral fields in may

i declare my love today
III

somber thoughts ease much burden
as with life before much hurt and
placid lied out like white curtains

an ominous beautiful omen
IV

as winter shall blow winds so cold
over you i shield the snow
but the wind picks you up

and i see once more
to the wind blows my fair maiden

(recorded to audio by:Shawn Chase 2006)(recorded to audio by:Shawn Chase 2006)
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To Whom It May Concern
I

whenever i feel alone i dive into self pity
to aide my time alone

i wallow with this
forever trapped i see nor hear

just me and my sadness forever here
II

the sick smell of my loves fate takes unto me
to hold your hand so gently

abruptly reemission
to tranquil thoughts impressive lies

consumed with absolute terror
for i fear the loss of you

III
to take the falsity or hear the blasphemy all the same

i place my deliverance unto you
to please your heart and soul

terrific heart terrific soul
i pledge my love to thee

IV
another day rolls by as chains run forth

with desperate sands of time
all together yet all alone

and we live the lies
V

place your hand upon my brow to feel the sorrow
take my ambient light witch the glow is you

strange feeling in my head as its always been
no darkness in my life only you againno darkness in my life only you again
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TO YOU
I

something about you is unreal
something different do i feel

my love i think you steal
forever lost within your zeal

together we grow
II

to feel a love so true
is to feel love with you

i share my very dreams
my loss of you is fear

to live another day
III

my sweetest dream
not what you seem

i see your inside and learn
i've coped with all the turmoil

now I've seen the light
forever in bliss

IV
my sweetest dream
alone i fear of loss

the only loss to matter to me
i place my hands upon my face

muting anything wrong i may speak
to keep you in my armsto keep you in my arms
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Twisted Love

no sooner than a midday flier
as my spirit grows higher
as i strive to do my best

my heart pulled out of my chest
love for me has no morals

seems to me to be endless quarrels
setting alone in my bedroom

walls closing in have no headroom
imprisoned by my foolish heart
but my souls been ripped apart

please god if you are real
show me how to feel

might decide to end it all
taken my final fall

pain after pleasure no end to the madness
suicide seems the only cure for my sadness

sorrow envelops a violent mind
for you no place to hide

run and i will find
insanity i do like

and now you will die
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MY Mulligan

I feel not anymore 

this life runs from me in crimson streams 

words rustle leaves blown through the trees

great names of coincidence gather around 

the hole is dug lower me down 

i embrace the ideal but not the circumstance 

if only i was given just one chance 

to show you my light while my eyes could see

but this is how it works they told me 

i heard you all as you spoke your truths

close friends around some from my youth 

as i pay the teller his two pence 

rest assured i have no regrets 

it was a beautiful journey i learned much 

pain , sorrow , hurt and such 

a dash of love , lies , deciet

to all those along the way that i did meet

I hiked the forest , spent time in jail

all and all i did prevail 
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missed out on much

 learned its not about your worth 

all just this moment you spend on earth

wished i could have been more 

but fine with who i am 

as you hold my book of memories in your hand 

with love to those close to me 

My friends , family and kin

send me off well 

and in this sorrow do not dwell 

take yourself a moment 

listen to lifes song 

don't cry for me , i am where i belong 

see you in the future 

cause u know it won't be long cause u know it won't be long 
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Untitled Love
I

what a brilliant complication i peril through
my eyes tear filled thinking of you
this misery i feel is all that is true

i wish only for you
II

every breath i take is a breath of you
i smell it as if it were your perfume

the longing in my heart boils and churns
i fear not to be with you

III
when death grabs hold and ceases my soul

i will still dream of you
in every waking hour i would comfort you

my deepest thoughts in seclusion amidst the light
IV

i stare down the lighted tunnel
to share your radiance

to feel you around me a dream
sometimes i hit myself to find truth

but only feel the painbut only feel the pain

Unwanted

i realize I'm not wanted here
so i search for truth in death

my friend vengeance is only child's play 
compared to the power i posesscompared to the power i posess
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When Ravens Call
I

when the raven calls its piercing call
the world stands on there toes

to feel the seclusion that only a raven knows
the void that is filled with terror

to kill the aggressor
II

when the raven speaks to some
it sounds of a lullaby to hush ones soul
the very existence of what you know

the song so sweet
this musical treat hush now never cry

the sick and tired never die
as this game it never ends

III
the raven looks upon the depressed

without a lack of hope
for every raven feels this song
and relives his pain with you

IV
when a raven flies this majestic bird

as one with whom shall show
together with a wicked love
to make the very nature of

this union so absurd
V

to show your inner soul without care or grief
cold fingers caress open wings

as two of a kind soar on
the high of life brings many things

and none of witch are loveand none of witch are love
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WHEN THE ROSE SMELLS TAINTED

when the rose has been tainted
upon the nose rests the smell

to feel for your love a tome
a living lie to taint the smell

and everything goes pured again
oh how i miss the days we would play

and no one would disturb
to play again a dream for me
maybe to live or learn or love

who knows the fate beside me 
i deliver all that is yours

i lift from your shoulders all of my burdens
that are building up

together woes are lifted
a springing lovely vale

yet a monotone noise in my head
keeps pounding and beating me
many lives have comforted me

just one to lift the sorrows
many spirits have passed my way

just to feel alive again
and yet i look to you 

can you show me lovecan you show me love
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Within A Torment I See
I

within a torment i see
all the visions so clear

i tried to push back the pain
would you ever come near

my suppression lies
a mask of delusion i played

in the theater of life none are safe
do you fear me 

II
a long since past dream

nothing ever what it seems
i waste away years

to hide my tears
dormant love lies thirsting

a false sense of hope i keep pushing on
forever i weep in the dark

do you trust me
III

to hold you so near me 
a dreamers fix i bleed

to comfort the sick
branded are the true

never again the reaper said
when the eyes do see

most things in life are just out of reach
do you love me

IV
one love to destroy, to be alone

to wallow in self pity
a river of tears flows before me

but no one else can see
my plague so teasing

all the insanity
puts its hold on me

can you kill mecan you kill me
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Yearning
together i feel you around me

forever i love the ways
you play my minds song
a thousand times to fast
some people built to last
for those who are behind

in love in life
never will you feel strife
the master of the games

life its all the same
nothing sacred nothing special

to those behind all has a meaning
to you it all has purpose

a constant love only time will tell
but until then I'll enjoy hellbut until then I'll enjoy hell
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you

every inch of your skin 
it lures me in

a slight drip of sweat
comes off your brow

running down your face
with such grace

II
i imagine myself with you

if only it could be true
i want you to be

and only to be with me
yet i set and dream

III
i saw you walking downtown

your hair blowing in the breeze
if only i could be the wind or trees

to make myself seen to you
or make myself felt by you

a dream untrue
IV

yet none of this will happen
but i will still imagine

loving youloving you
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You Finally Found Me 

You are as you are 
 and I would see you no other way 

I see the light of your soul 
I feel you on every level 

I need you truly 
I love you deeply 

your smile is like the sun 
it warms me 

I feel you when your not here 
I see your inner being and embrace it 

I know no other light 
I feel no other skin
I live for your love 

you are eternal 
the part of me I longed for 

the all of me I needed 
to feel ourselves together 

a life we dream to be 
the best part of it all

you finally found me  
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